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S1. Simulation of the setup and of the Laue diffraction patterns

The incident beam is a broad-bandpass parallel focused X-ray beam with constant

spectrum covering the 5 keV to 45 keV photon energy range. The lattice constant a1

is set to 4.0495�A (Wolfram Research, Inc., 2021).

Theoretical reflections considered to simulate the detector image (forward analysis)

are the same as the ones considered in the DBB (backward analysis), for consistency

and convenience of the analysis. In total 16 {hkl} crystal plane families consisting of

141 (hkl) reflections were considered.

The intensity of the diffracted beam of a reflection was calculated as the prod-

uct of the intensity of the incident beam, of the squared norm of the structure

1
edge of the conventional unit cell
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factor and of the polarization-Lorentz factor. No particular polarization of the X-

ray incident beam was considered, so the polarization-Lorentz factor applied was

1 + cos2(2 · θBragg)

2
where θBragg is the angle for Bragg diffraction. The Lorentz factor

applied is
1

sin (2 · θBragg)
(Online Dictionary of Crystallography, 2021).

The detector modelling a Dectris Pilatus R 300K version 1 (Dectris, 2021) presents

a rectangular sensitive area with a width of 83.8mm split into 487 pixels and a length

of 106.5mm split into 619 pixels. The detector was placed in transmission mode 5 cm

after the sample, orthogonal to the incident beam. The width was horizontal, the

length vertical and the center on the optical axis.

The quantum efficiency of the detector sensor was also taken into account. The

detected intensity i.e. photon number per time unit was calculated as the product of

the diffracted beam intensity and of the detector quantum efficiency calculated from

the material (silicon) and thickness (320 µm) of the sensor.

To simulate detector point spread and the calculated one pixel spots, the detector

image and a Gaussian template (standard deviation of 3 pixel edge lengths) were

convoluted to broaden the spots.

S2. Spot detection

Results of the spot detection method used in this work are illustrated in Figure S1. It

is evident that spot overlapping can lead to shift from the true spot positions to the

detected spot positions (yellow squares in figure S1a), and noise amplifies this and/or

even creates fake spots (red arrows in figure S1b). Statistical analysis of spot shift

for cases 3 and 10 is presented in figure S2. The proportion of spot shift larger than

∆d = 3/2 pixel diagonal used in this study is 23.7% for case 3 and 29.7% for case 10.
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Fig. S1. Result of the spot detection method used for cases (a) 3 (no noise, t = 0.05)
and (b) 10 (Poisson noise, t = 0.2). Red circles are the centers of mass of detected
spots. Green squares surround true spots without spot shift i.e. for which the closest
detected spot position is exactly the true spot position. Yellow squares surround
true spots with spot shift i.e. for which the closest detected spot position is not
exactly the true spot position. In (b) red arrows point at detected spots positions
which are not exactly on a true one and which are due only to the noise.
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Fig. S2. Distribution of the spot shift (for each true spot, distance to the closest
detected spot) in pixel edge length for cases (a) 3 (no noise, t = 0.05) and (b) 10
(Poisson noise, t = 0.2), in count mode (bar height = number of occurrences in the
class). The chosen uncertainty ∆d on the spot position on the detector demarcates
the domains of acceptable and excessive spot shift.
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S3. Expression of the calculation time and memory requirements

The expression of the time factor f in equation 5 comes from the following reasoning.

First, the factor nN can be explained as follows. Each candidate is constructed by tak-

ing one possible match among detected spots for each one of theN expected reflections.

The number of possible matches among detected spots for each of the N expected

reflections will be proportional to the number of spots, so the number of candidates to

construct is proportional to nN . Before the construction process previously described,

N expected reflections must be designated. Hence, all the choices of N expected reflec-

tions among the Npm ones which have at least one possible match must be considered.

Then Npm can be approximated by N +N∗ the number of tested expected reflections,

especially when the number of spots increases, because each tested expected reflection

becomes more likely to have at least one possible match (even if it is a wrong one).

Hence there will be N choices among N +N∗ i.e.
(N +N∗)!

N ! ·N∗!
choices, for each one of

which the construction of all candidates will be performed in a time proportional to

nN .
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